Subject: A report on Monthly Screening of paired State Chhattisgarh.

With reference to the event Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat our college already completed two screening at our college. But due to Covid 19 country lockdown the further screening was done by students from home. Students viewed audio visuals regarding state Chhattisgarh on their respective mobile phones, necessary links were provided to them by teacher.. Students of three branches Civil, Mechanical, and Electrical have actively participated. Screenshots and images of viewed screening was sent to the teacher by students, selected is attached here.

Thanking You
Chhattisgarh is one of those rare tourist destinations which still enjoys the feeling of being untouched. Endowed with a rich cultural heritage and blessed by nature’s bounty, there is a lot that a tourist will find of interest here. After all, this state is home to the Chitrakote Falls, also known as the mini-Niagara Falls of India due to its enormous height, along with the great width which it possesses. Wildlife is also another major attraction in Chhattisgarh, with the state’s numerous wildlife sanctuaries being centers of eco-tourism. However, Chhattisgarh also does...